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Unica System+

A little imagination.  
Lots more efficiency. 
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Answer the needs 
of the modern 
workspace
The office of  today is no longer just a series of  rooms filled with  
cubicles and unhealthy lighting. It has open areas designed to encourage 
cooperation, meeting rooms built to increase focus and concentration, 
fun areas for relaxing, and inside gardens to support well-being.

Such diversity in the office requires equally imaginative 
solutions for power and connectivity. And this is how you 
provide it: with Unica System+, a range of  solutions designed 
to flexibly and reliably power every corner of  the office.

Modular, quick to install, and easy to rearrange, Unica System+  
devices provide unprecedented flexibility and premium aesthetics  
that complement the dynamics and style of  the modern workspace.  
The upshot? Your customers get the freedom to work as they like.
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A premium look and feel 
for modern interiors
 
Workspace solutions used to focus mostly on functionality, without much thought  
for aesthetics. The Unica System+ range is different.

Created by specialists from Schneider Electric’s Design Lab, it combines brains and beauty.  
The smooth, ergonomic forms of the devices are subtle and minimalist, while the clever details,  
such as cable holders, ergonomic grips, and anti-slip patterns, add a touch of character  
and extra convenience. 

Available in different colors and finishes, including exquisite Kvadrat fabrics, Unica System+ 
devices give your customers a broad choice of options to complement their interior styles.

 

The art of fabric

Kvadrat, a renowned Danish company, has 
been a leader in textile design and innovation 
since 1968. Their fabrics are highly valued  
and used by architects, artists, designers,  
and furniture manufacturers.

se.com/unicasystem+
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Power to the people, 
everywhere
 
A contemporary workspace needs maximum functionality on  
every square meter. That’s why we designed Unica System+  
as a modular solution.

It allows your customers to mix and match a vast selection of functions, 
creating individually tailored devices that are easily upgradable  
if needed. Available in different sizes, modules can be used individually  
or joined together, according to available space. 

The whole system is quick, easy, and intuitive to install and offers 
diverse mounting options to even fit “impossible” places. 
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Flexibility 
that liberates
Nothing lasts forever, especially in a modern 
office environment where flexibility is prized.  
In today’s fast-changing world, office space 
must be able to keep up with the evolution of  
a company and its employees’ needs. 

The Unica System+ range was developed 
with full flexibility in mind. All devices are easy  
to install as well as to dismount, and some 
products, such as posts and poles, can be  
moved around without fuss.

Unica System+ also lets you upgrade 
functions in devices and add helpful 
accessories, like a phone holder or  
wireless charger.



QR Code

QR CODE PLACEHOLDER
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A complete 
system for greater 
convenience
No matter where your customer is situated – whether a one-room 
apartment or the top floor of  a high-rise building – with Unica System+ 
you can enhance the work experience, from floor to ceiling.

• Floor sockets and boxes
• Stand-alone desk units
• Modular desk units
• Poles and posts
• Cable management

Find your Unica System+ solution  
with the product selector tool.

sesa554463
Sticky Note
This is just a placeholder for QR code. Please use correct one for your country.
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Give the floor to functionality
Unica System+ floor sockets and floor boxes

Floor boxes M, L, XL

The M, L, and XL floor boxes offer different frame sizes 
to meet diverse needs. They have both plastic and metal 
versions, catering to various floor finishings.

Convenient features include:

• A rubber cable exit, highly aesthetic and flexible
• A robust, kick-safe, and detachable lid with reinforced hinge
• An ergonomic lid-grip for easy opening 

The mounting of wiring devices inside the floor boxes is simpler than  
ever thanks to adjustable frames (three levels, adaptable to different floor 
heights) and a locking mechanism that ensure the devices stay in place. 

Unica System+ M, L, and XL floor boxes are fully 
compatible with Unica wiring devices.

Floor sockets XS

These single-power outlet devices come in two shapes: round  
and square. 

In concrete floors, the floor sockets are mounted in screeded boxes.  
In raised-access floors, the floor sockets are mounted in dedicated 
raised-access floor boxes.

A 180-degree openable lid facilitates access to the power outlet,  
while an ergonomic lid grip makes opening the box simple. 

Unica System+ floor sockets XS are made of brushed stainless steel 
that’s robust and ready for rough handling. The products are also  
IP44 certified.
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With aesthetic, ergonomic, and easy-to-install Unica System+ desk 
units, you bring greater convenience and connectivity to any desk. 

Desk units XS

The extra small desk units offer different configurations of functions: socket 
outlet, socket outlet and USB, USB A and USB C, and wireless charger. 
The devices are mounted in 60 mm holes in desks or tables.  
A driller accessory is available for ease of  installation. Each device is 
equipped with a locking ring that holds it in place and is pre-wired with  
a two meter cable.
A transparent, 180-degree openable lid is also available as an accessory. 
The XS desk units are available in two colors, anthracite and white.

Desk units S

Thanks to an innovative, compact design and fixation without tools,  
the small desk units offer users extensive flexibility and mobility.
Mounted to a desk or any other surface with an integrated, rubber-
covered clamp, the devices are easy to use and provide access to  
power wherever it’s needed. Their functions include a socket outlet  
and USBs (A and C).
The S desk units are available in a premium fabric covering, including  
the cable, for outstanding aesthetics and comfort of  use.

Desk units L

The size L desk units include two modules that are installed on and under  
the desk. Smart clamping ensures that mounting is quick and easy.
The under-desk module is meant for permanently plugged-in devices, 
while the on-desk module is for immediate/daily use.

The devices are available in two configurations:
• 2 socket outlets + 2 USBs (on-desk module), 2 socket outlets + RJ45          
  (under-desk module)
• 2 socket outlets + 2 USBs (on-desk module), 2 socket outlets 
  + 2 USBs (under-desk module) 

On-desk modules can be upgraded with additional functionalities.
Two color options are available: anthracite and white,  
both in an elegant fabric finishing.

Put convenience 
within arm’s reach
Unica System+ desk units
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Tailor any workspace to 
individual needs
Unica System+ modular units

Unica System+ modular units give you full control, both in terms of functionality 
and aesthetics. The devices can be mounted horizontally or vertically, 
and used both on desks (Desk Unit M) and on poles and posts.

The first step to configuring a Unica System+ modular unit is choosing the size and 
style of the module. Made from single pieces of extruded aluminum, they are available 
in four design options: white, white fabric, anthracite, and anthracite fabric.

Function components, based on Unica wiring devices, are fitted into the aluminum 
module with a click. Basic function components include socket outlets, protected socket 
outlets, A- and C-type USBs, and circuit breakers. Advanced function components 
feature RJ45, HDMI, and other multimedia sockets, as well as wireless chargers. 

Unica System+ units can be used separately or easily combined via mini-
WIELAND connectors. Once ready, the devices can be fixed with screws, 
clamped on the desk, or snap-fixed on the pole or post.

The modular units are designed to be future proof, fully flexible, and easy to upgrade.

Add handy accessories

The modular units can be further enhanced with convenient office accessories.

• Wireless chargers (for desks)
• Label holders (for desks, poles, and posts)
• Phone holders (for desks)
• Desk storage (for desks)

Change 
comes 
easy
 
Give your customers 
the possibility to 
adjust the office 
space to their  
evolving needs.
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Reach the highest standards
Unica System+ poles and posts 

Highly aesthetic, movable, and customizable with different functions  
and accessories, Unica System+ poles and posts are designed not to 
be frowned at, but to be admired.

An innovative construction, based on an aluminum profile with a rubber 
cable covering, ensures a clean look without visible wires and enables 
easy cable re-routing if needed.

The poles and posts are fully modular when it comes to functionality. 
They are compatible with modular desk units for regular functions and 
can be enhanced further with dedicated accessories. 

 
Poles

• For buildings with electrical infrastructure running in the ceiling
• Modular and customizable
• An Acti9 circuit breaker can be added for extra safety
• Accessories: table, coat hanger, cable exit

Posts

• For buildings with electrical infrastructure running beneath the floor
• Modular and customizable
• Two options: with a table or with a handle
• Two colors: anthracite and white
• Accessories: handle, table, wired foot for table 
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Keep it nice and clean
Unica System+ cable management

When you’ve almost wrapped an installation, use Unica System+ cable management 
products to add nice finishing touches and ensure the highest aesthetics.

Floor feeder

The cable guiding system covers stand-alone cables for both 
aesthetic and safety reasons. The elements of the feeder are 
made of solid, durable materials and can be easily stretched 
and prolonged if needed. An additional accessory lets you fix 
the feeder under the desk. Available in black and silver.

Cable wraps

The self-closing, wrappable sleeves keep plugged-in cables together. Designed 
for convenience of use, the wraps are put on without any tools and allow for easy 
release of the cable if needed. Available in different sizes: black and white.

Clamps

Cable clamps help with routing small bundles of cables and prevent tangling.  
They are fixed on or under the desk with an adhesive tape and are available in white. 

Grommets 

The grommets fit into the desk to lead the cables away. They are mounted in 60 mm 
or 80 mm holes and come in three finishings: black, white, and aluminum.
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Gain a competitive 
advantage with 
Unica System+
Enhance the style, functionality, and flexibility of any workspace with the most comprehensive 
system on the market. Offer your customers sophisticated design that perfectly matches  
modern interiors and smart functions that keep people connected in every corner  
of the building.

With the high quality and innovative features available in the Unica System+ range,  
you can stand out from the crowd and win new business opportunities. And your customers?  
They gain aesthetic, modular, and durable solutions that prepare their workspaces for the future.


